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T H E STORY OF AFFASO
AFFASO is a young brand, founded in the Netherlands, with international allure and ambitions.
A unique fashion brand with a very colourful soul. AFFASO is for those people who really want
to wear and express something special.
We are inspired by vintage African wax prints. Every single design comes with a message,
a story –a narrative that is both exotic and contemporary. These stories are so inspirational
that we feel a strong urge to pass them on.
In the past, the wax prints were printed on cotton. The production process had over twenty
different steps and used special techniques. As a result, there were often irregularities in
the repeating patterns, making the designs original and unique.
Today, AFFASO is using new digital techniques to bring these historic wax prints back
to life. We started with men’s shirts, and will soon introduce other products, for both
men and women.
AFFASO has an artistic look and a traditional feel. We use comfortable fabrics and
materials; our products are made with great care. We strive to reach consumers

TH E P U R P OS E O F AF FAS O

who have no desire to blend in with the crowd, but who value quality and who love
adventure and freedom.
Africa’s soul is the core of everything we do: the colour, the rhythm, the

WHY:

Offering creativity and freedom and connectedness in a
monotonous grey world in which too many people conform
to the norm and colour inside the lines.

HOW:

Bringing unique colourful prints back to life, together with the
old and new stories that go with them.

WHAT:

Qualitative men’s shirts with African wax print designs,
printed with digital techniques on a super comfortable product.

expression, the zest for life, the warmth, the attention ...
If that appeals to you, join our tribe!

“

Birds don’t sing because they have answers,
they sing because they have songs.
— African proverb
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W HY A FFASO EXI STS
“In 2010, I visited West Africa for the first time. I was struck by the enormous joy of life that
people expressed. The philosophy of Ubuntu is very important here. It appealed to me
enormously: the idea that the group, the tribe, is much more important and stronger than the
individual. People in West Africa live their lives with passion and focus. And their storytelling,
in every way and form imaginable, is the most important way of communication.
This is something that appeals to me greatly, and it speaks to everyone here at AFFASO.
It inspires us daily and has driven us to use the colourful African designs - some of which are
over 100 years old! – in making the most beautiful products. Products that deserve to be seen
and their powerful stories that deserve to be shared.
The love for the African continent and the culture of Africa, as well as the power of
communication, that’s what it’s all about for us. The wax prints are the ultimate proof of this,
by turning the prints into shirts, we are creating a way to communicate and share stories.
My dream is to make this accessible to the world. We want to show the world the beauty of
the wax print designs and share their stories. There is an archive filled with gorgeous designs,
designs that otherwise might be largely lost or forgotten, that we will passionately bring back
to life on high-quality products using digital print innovations.
We have a fantastic and very experienced team, which has previously worked together at
Mexx, Laura Ashley and Vlisco. A team which now has a mutual dream for AFFASO.
Hopefully you want to dream that dream with us.”
Hans Ouwendijk, founder AFFASO
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“
This is the story of how we begin to remember
This is the powerful pulsing of love in the vein
After the dream of falling and calling your name out
These are the roots of rhythm
And the roots of rhythm remain
— Paul Simon — Under African Skies

O U R B R A N D VALUES
• unique
• colourful & creative
• independent
• artistic & expressive
• worldly & adventurous
a unique brand with a colourful soul
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A FFAS O MEN’S SHIRTS - HI G H QUA L I T Y P R OD UCT
AFFASO creates men’s shirts with heritage African wax

The fit of the shirts is a comfortable and contemporary fit:

prints. These prints are part of a special historical collection
Our timeless shirts are relevant throughout the year.

• slightly fitted but certainly not too tight around your waist
• tested and proven measurements
• an all-round fit suitable for every moment of the day

We do not work on a collection basis, but with so-called

There are more ways in which we have ensured that our

product drops. Always in the familiar comfortable yet

product is as comfortable as possible.

contemporary fit and high-quality cotton.

• no neck tags that can itch
• the washing labels are also made of soft material
• we package our shirts as sustainable as possible

archived in Europe. AFFASO is not a seasonable product.

The fabric we use for our shirts is soft and comfortable.

• woven satin cotton
• ironing is hardly necessary
• the fit is wonderfully comfortable
• very colourfast (even after frequent washing)

(no plastic)

• the story of our brand can be found inside your
right cuff!
Perfect imperfection

AFFASO works with 100% cotton. This fiber is easily

Wax prints originate from Indonesia. Because the patterns

washable, feels great and hardly needs ironing. The

were printed on the fabric by hand an in different layers,

fabric is woven with a satin weave, a twill weave in which

irregularities often occurred in the designs, small mistakes,

the horizontal warp thread always runs under four weft

you could say. It is exactly this imperfection that people

threads and over one weft thread.

tend to find unique. This perfect imperfection is symbolic
for embracing things that are not perfect.

This results in an optically obliquely woven fabric.
Moreover, the yarns can be woven very close together,

Colour Blocking

so that the cotton absorbs moisture well and feels

The patterns were applied to the fabric with wax and

comfortable.

wooden blocks. This was done in different layers, with
different colours each time. It creates an optical illusion

Finally, we opt for very fine threads (80x80),

that is called colour blocking.

which further enhance the flexibility and density.
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“
Wisdom is like a baobab tree,
no one individual can embrace it.
— African Proverb

PA N O R A MI C V I E W
As the sun sets and we stare over the vast African savannah, we dream
and dream! In addition to men’s shirts, we are going to expand our
product range, including various products for women and, for example,
accessories. It goes without saying that these products will also be
designed with the same colourful African prints, and the special stories
that go with them.
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JOIN
the
TRIBE!

MARKETING D I A LOG UE

A F FAS O CO MM U N I TY:

It goes without saying that we want our first-time AFFASO

AFFASO is also about connectedness. As soon as

consumers to immediately become lifelong fans. This is why we go

someone buys one of our shirts, we believe he belongs to the club.

to great lengths to ensure that our customers are happy customers.

He immediately becomes part of a special community, a real tribe,
people who like to stand out, who are positive and live adventurous

We listen to our customers and talk with them about what they

lives, people who want to distinguish themselves in a positive way.

think of our brand and our products. This allows us to keep
The place where this tribe meets is now primarily an online place.

improving ourselves.

On Facebook and via the website and newsletter we inform people
We enter into a dialogue using all kinds of channels - online and

about the latest designs and developments and we offer the best

social of course, but also in stores, and on the products themselves.

inspiration and styling advice. Soon we will also host real-life events

And, of course, we have our biweekly newsletter to which our

where members of our tribe can meet.

customers can subscribe.
We also like to keep in close contact with our retailers. Through their

“

stories- and the feedback they get from their consumers- we can
learn more about the consumers reaction to our products.

I am what I am because of who we all are.
— Nelson Mandela about the philosophy of Ubuntu
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T H E AFFASO- MA N
A man who is aware of himself and the world around him. He is positive
and adventurous in life. A man who likes to stand out from a crowd.
He is constantly looking for special stories to identify with and to express his
identity with. The AFFASO man wants something new, something unique and
he also values a certain history and heritage.
He is progressive, he pays sincere attention to the things that are
important to him, he loves his freedom. He would like to join a special
community where he can be himself and feel connected to other
tribe members.
Creative, artistic, fashion conscious, crazy about colour,
trendsetters.

“

It is better to be a lion for
a day than a sheep all your life.
— African proverb

PA RTN E R S H I P
What are we looking for in a business partner?
In any case, they must be retailers who believe in our
brand, our concept and our marketing strategy.
Who want to help us build the brand and who share
our trend-setting and groundbreaking mindset.
A partner who understands that the right price-quality
ratio is one of the most important USPs in the men’s
fashion business: a distinctive and high-quality product
for a price that the target group is willing to pay for it.
A partner who also realises that the world is changing.

THE 5 BEST REAS ONS
TO WORK WITH AFFASO
1.

Our concept and our philosophy appeal to you.

2.

 ike us, you believe that the world could use
L
more colour, creativity and adventure.

3.

AFFASO ensures striking visibility in your store.

4.

You are looking for alternatives to fast fashion.

We want retailers who understand that we are moving
into a special niche. A market that fits in seamlessly
with the spirit of the times. Colour and optimism are
everywhere, our designs perfectly fit into that reality.
Our brand and our shirts will also ensure visibility in
your store. Precisely for that growing group of men
in your store who want something adventurous, who
want to distinguish themselves.
And we want a partner who wants to enter into a long-

5.

term sustainable relationship with us.

You are looking for a brand with depth and stories that
match the spirit of the times.
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R ETAILER SUP P O RT
When you become a partner or reseller of AFFASO, we will offer you all kinds of support to
help you put your spotlight on our brand and shirts. We are happy to talk to you about how
we can help you - visually and in other ways.

• shop displays, merchandising, p.o.s. material
• local advertising (advertisements in local newspapers, outdoor)
• events, guerrilla & pr
• custom made style guide pages (on the website) developed in
close collaboration with our partners and resellers

• social media: Facebook, Instagram
AFFASO.COM
In addition, there is affaso.com, the online platform where consumers can go for information
and inspiration, styling advice and the special stories behind our unique prints and designs.
With the AFFASO styling service, consumers quickly and easily receive relevant advice on
how to combine our products with matching items, so they can create a unique style that fits
their personality.
SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
AFFASO is very active on social media. Every day we post interesting and inspiring content
about our products, styling tips and the stories behind the special wax prints.

“

Any story worth telling is worth telling twice.
— Rafiki in The Lion King
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ABOUT US | A F FASO T EA M
AFFASO is an initiative of a group of highly experienced and
passionate people from various corners of the global fashion
industry: entrepreneurs, stylists, designers, marketers and
sourcing- and logistics specialists. In the past we have successfully built and expanded small fashion brands and have helped
large fashion brands grow.
Together we have a mission: to bring creativity, colour and
freedom into a boring grey world where too many people
conform to the norm and color inside the lines.
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AFFASO B.V.
Keizerstraat 3b
2584 BA The Hague
The Netherlands
CONTACT
info@affaso.com
www.affaso.com
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